The influence of voltage sag to electric equipment has become big issues because of wider utilization of voltage sensitive devices. In order to reduce the influence of voltage sag appearing at each customer side, it is necessary to recognize the level of receiving voltage drop due to lightning faults for transmission line. However it is hard to measure directly those sag level at every load node.
In this report, a new method of efficiently estimating system voltage sag profile is proposed based on symmetrical coordinate. In the proposed method, limited recorded sag data is used as the estimation condition which is recorded at each substation in power systems as shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method takes every fault type consisting of 12 in Fig. 2 into calculation. Furthermore, the fault position spread through the transmission line can be also treated in addition to conventional fault at terminal. In this paper, the fault position at 10% interval is applied for each line length.
The following index is used in order to have a best solution.
where E kxy is measured line-x to line-y voltage at substation, V kxy presents the corresponding estimated voltage under calculating condition concerning faulted transmission route, faulted position and In order to have the solution by conventional method, it is needed to repeat a lot of fault calculation by changing the faulted transmission route, faulted position and faulted type.
As it can be estimated in Fig. 1 , the number of the recorded node is generally far less than those of the transmission route. From this point of view, a fast solution method is developed to calculate only recorder faulted voltage by applying reciprocity theorem for Y matrix when the fault occurs at each transmission line. Furthermore, effective screening process is incorporated in the proposed method, in which the limited candidate of faulted transmission line can be chosen.
Demonstrative results are presented using the IEEJ East10 standard system and actual 1700 bus system in order to verify the validity of the proposed method. The solution result for the IEEJ East10 system is shown in Fig. 3 . For this system, the condition that AB/BC double faults at 65% position from sending bus is applied as a reference. Table 1 shows that the proposed method can gives sufficiently accurate estimation. The required computation labor for the solution for another 1700 bus system is merely several seconds under conventional PC. The influence of voltage sag to electric equipment has become big issues because of wider utilization of voltage sensitive devices. In order to reduce the influence of voltage sag appearing at each customer side, it is necessary to recognize the level of receiving voltage drop due to lightning faults for transmission line. However it is hard to measure directly those sag level at every load node.
In this report, a new method of efficiently estimating system voltage sag profile is proposed based on symmetrical coordinate. In the proposed method, limited recorded sag data is used as the estimation condition which is recorded at each substation in power systems. From the point of view that the number of the recorded node is generally far less than those of the transmission route, a fast solution method is developed to calculate only recorder faulted voltage by applying reciprocity theorem for Y matrix. Furthermore, effective screening process is incorporated, in which the limited candidate of faulted transmission line can be chosen.
Demonstrative results are presented using the IEEJ East10 standard system and actual 1700 bus system. The results show that estimation accuracy is sufficiently acceptable under less computation labor. (1) 
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